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Modelling Scenarios
For the benefit of comparison three scenarios have been modelled which draw from results of the ETP 
survey: 

1. Business-as-usual - 20 new EVs
2. Community supported - 40 new EVs
3. Aggressive - 60 new EVs

Privately Owned Vehicle Ages

19.8 %

29.1 %
39.5 %

11.6 %

<5 y/o 5-10 y/o 10-15 y/o > 15 y/o

Context
The UK Government is planning to phase out sales of new petrol and diesel cars 
and vans by 2030 to accelerate the transition to electric vehicles (EV) and is 
investing in grants to help buy cars and installing charge point infrastructure. 

Vehicles in The Park
A vehicle survey during February 2021 showed there are around 125 cars in 
The Park belonging to residents and Moray Car Share (since this survey was 
conducted after hours and during Covid-19 lock-down this is expected to be 
a fairly representative number). An ETP survey was also conducted in the 
same month with 161 respondents. 65% stated they owned a car and 25% 
were members of Moray Car Share. The survey showed that greater than 
50% of privately owned cars are aged 10 years or older. The average mileage 
was shown to be 5300 miles per year. 

Future Vehicle Ownership Intentions

22.6 %

28.2 %

38.7 %

10.5 %

Buy and EV/hybrid Join or remain in MCS
Maintain existing car Other

Future Ownership Intentions
The ETP survey showed that 28 respondents (23%) indicated that they 
intend to purchase a EV or plug-in hybrid in the future. 57 respondents (50% 
of total) indicated that the availability of community chargers would 
influence their investment decision. 

20 EVs

40 EVs

60 EVs

Comparisons
Scenario 1 would increase demand by around 19MWh per 
year and reduce total transport fuel carbon emissions by 
12 tonnes*. Scenario 2 would increase demand by around 
38MWh and decrease transport fuel carbon emissions by 
25 tonnes*. Scenario 3 would increase demand by around 
57MWh and decrease transport fuel carbon emissions by 
53 tonnes*. 
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* Park electricity is provided from two sources: on-site renewable 

generation from wind turbines and PV solar; and imports from the 

national grid. It is current policy to purchase electricity from the 

national grid using a green import tariff. However, carbon emission 

calculations for electricity presented in this report are based on a 

figure of zero for the on-site renewable generation plus actual 

national grid carbon intensity rather than using a lower figure 

associated with the green electricity import tariff.
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Electric 

Vehicles

Smart Charging
It is likely that other EV chargers could be dispersed throughout The Park however it is expected that some areas would need to employ 
smart controls to avoid charging during peak times. Such controllability presents a good opportunity for research and innovation funding. 
Additional to this any new charge points would need to consider the implications for the current electricity contract and the potential 
increase in half-hourly peak imports. In either case it would be beneficial long-term to create charging facilities which operated in a smart 
fashion to avoid significant charging during peak periods. 

Typical EV charging point capacities
EV charge points come in a range of sizes with typical capacities being 3kW, 7kW, 13kW, 22kW and 50kW. The smaller sizes are generally 
single phase units whereas the larger ones are 3 phase. 

The Park Low-Voltage Grid Capacity
A detailed review of the low-voltage (LV) infrastructure within The Park has identified several 
locations for potential EV charge points. The identified locations are: 

1. West Whins: Duneland Ltd. installed a 185sqmm four-core cable to Diamond Wood when 
it had future intentions to develop that area. This plan is no longer on the table and with 
coordination and agreement from the parties this infrastructure could facilitate a 
significant communal EV charging facility with possibly over 100kW of installed capacity. 

2. Phoenix Area: A new cable was run to the Phoenix within the last 5 years. Only two of the 
phases are currently in use. The third phase could facilitate single phase charging point/s. 

3. Entrance: Two new cables were run to the entrance pillar within the last 5 years. Recent 
logging shows that there may be sufficient capacity to supply a significant EV charging 
facility however this would need to be weighed up against future plans for the Holiday 
Park. 

4. Runway: A disused cable runs from the post-house substation to near the top of the run 
way. Recent logging shows that there may be sufficient capacity on the supply to the 
post-house which might make the disused cable an option. Further investigation is 
needed  

Vehicle-to-Grid
Another opportunity for innovation and potential research funding is a Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) system which allow charging and 
discharging of the car battery. Modelling under the Energy Technology Partnership (ETP) project has shown that a lithium-ion battery 
energy storage system is not currently a financially sensible investment for the community based on our unique mix of generation and 
consumption. V2G on the other hand may provide the opportunity for storage of surplus renewable generation during times of excess 
and discharging during times of import. An average EV battery stores 40kWh. Under the business-as-usual scenario if 5 of the 10 
vehicles were available at all times this would constitute 200kWh of storage. 
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Vehicles

Indicative Capital Costs
Recent EV charge point installations within the Moray area show average project costs of around £12.5K (ex.VAT) for a 22kW charger or or 
£7.5K (ex.VAT) for a 7kW charger. Of these costs the charger itself is only around 25% of total. Given NFD owns and controls the low voltage 
(LV) infrastructure there is a likelihood that other project costs could be reduced to increased the financial viability of NFD provided charge 
points. 
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Example Scenario
If for example,  NFD and FWP were to partner to invest in 3 x 22kW community charge points, each capable of charging two cars at a 
time, this would likely support the shared charging of 10 private EVs. Assuming at any given time there were five EVs connected to the 
charge points (and the EVs and charge points were V2G enabled) this would constitute 200kW of battery capacity.  Such a project would 
also present a good opportunity for research funding to inform the smart charging and could also attract grant funding as an innovative 
demonstrator project. 

Cost Comparison
Petrol and diesel efficiencies are measured in mile-per-gallon or litres per 100 miles whereas EVs are measured on kWh per 100miles. On 
average petrol cars cost around £13 per 100 miles, diesel cars around £16 per 100 miles and EVs around £5 per 100 miles. 
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Options
Two scerarios are presented for additional large scale renewable generation; 

1. An additional refurbished 225kW Vesta wind turbine 
2. A solar farm. 

Financial Picture
The estimated installed cost for a refurbished 225kW wind turbine is £300K. 
Allowing £100K for project costs and foundations and £25K for a G100 export 
limitation system gives an estimated installed cost of £425K. Modelling shows the 
net income would be approximately £23K per year achieving a simple payback of 
18.4 years assuming zero financing costs. 
 
For the same investment an estimated 375kWp solar array would be possible made 
up of £400K for the solar farm and £25K for the G100 export limitation system.  
Modelling shows that the net income would be £27.8K per year achieving a simple 
payback of 15.3 years assuming zero financing costs. 

Constraints
The community currently has an export limit of 975kW which constrains the 
maximum installed capacity for renewable generation (including batteries). The 
current installed wind generation capacity is 675kW. Installed roof-top solar PV 
amounts to 73.25kW. There is 5kW of private battery capacity and one more battery 
is planned. This means that 217kW of renewable capacity remains before the export 
limit is reached. A new 225kW wind turbine would exceed this limit. Recent work has 
shown that a G100 export limitation system would allow the community to increase 
the export limit by 25% however this would come at a significant cost. 

Current Electricity Mix

641MWh
565MWh

Import Export

The Park Electricity Mix (2019)
The total electricity demand for The Park is currently 1,230MWh per year (of which around 
70MWh is provided by rooftop solar PV). Local generation via the Wind Park is about 
1,085MWh per year (when accounting for losses). Of this generation about 520MWh is 
consumed locally and 565MWh is exported. During times of renewable generation deficit 
641MWh of electricity is imported from the grid annually. All in all The Park has an annual 
net import of 76MWh. To return to being a net electricity exporter as the community grows 
there is a need to install additional large scale renewable generation. 

Planned Developments
When complete, the North Whins development will see 38 new houses and 3 
craft/commercial units, all of which are likely to have some form of electric heating 
with heat pumps expected to be the predominant type. The Silvertrees development 
is due to come online in mid 2021 and heating is provided by heat pumps. Modelling 
shows that electricity demand can be expected to increase by approximately 155MWh 
per year as a result of these two developments. This will further increase grid imports 
and decrease renewable exports for the community. At least 135kW of wind 
generation or 240kWp of solar generation would be required to achieve electricity 
exports equivalent to imports after the two developments are complete. 

Expected Future Electricity Mix - Post
North Whins and Silvertrees

754MWh

524MWh

Import Export

Wind 
225kW

CapX £425K

Solar Farm 
375kW

CapX 425K

£23K/yr £27.8K/yr
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Smaller Solar Farm
One advantage of solar is that it is easily scalable. A 
solar farm of 200kWp would be possible without the 
need to increase the export limit and therefore avoid 
the estimated £25K for a G100 export limitation system. 
 

Export Limit
Factoring in the expected increase in electricity 
demand for North Whins and Silvertrees both a 
225kW wind turbine and 375kWp solar farm 
would return the community to being a net 
exporter of renewable energy. 

Wind 
225kW

CapX £425K

Solar Farm 
375kW

CapX 425K

£23.2K / yr £27.8K / yr £16.7K / yr

Solar Farm 
200kW

CapX 250K

Predicted Energy Mix - Solar
375kW

605MWh
727MWh

Import Export

Predicted Energy Mix - Wind
225kW

669MWh
820MWh

Import Export

Solar 200kW

657
566

Import Export

50 t/yr

11 t/yr 11 t/yr

Current CO2 CO2 result - Wind
225kW

CO2 result - Solar
375kW

0

25
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CO2
Accounting for the expected increase in electricity demand for North 
Whins and Silvertrees the carbon emissions associated with 
electricity within The Park would drop by around 80% from 50 
tonnes per year to around 11 tonnes per year* for both a 225kW wind 
turbine and 375kWp solar farm. 

50 t/yr 46 t/yr

Current CO2 CO2 result - Solar
200kW

0

50Financing Consideration
Elements of community ownership and 
grant support should be considered to limit 
the financing costs and/or project costs. 
Results from the ETP survey showed that 
60 people (55% of total) are interested  in a 
community owned solar farm project. 

* Park electricity is provided from two sources: on-site renewable generation from wind turbines and PV solar; and imports from the national grid. It 

is current policy to purchase electricity from the national grid using a green import tariff. However, carbon emission calculations for electricity 

presented in this report are based on a figure of zero for the on-site renewable generation plus actual national grid carbon intensity rather than 

using a lower figure associated with the green electricity import tariff.

A  200kWp solar farm has an estimated capital cost of £250K, an estimated net income of £16.7K per year and a simple payback of around 
15 years assuming zero financing costs. Such a system would achieve an import/export ratio roughly equivalent the the current situation 
(prior to North Whins and Silvertrees) and reduce electricity related carbon from 50 to 46 tonnes per year* (accounting for expected 
increase in electricity demand for North Whins and Silvertrees). 
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Large Scale 
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Energy Storage Systems 
Large scale energy storage comes in many forms. The main technologies currently in deployment around the world are lithium-ion (L-
ion), lead acid, chemical flow and hydrogen batteries. The round-trip efficiency of the latter technologies are still low at around 60% 
whereas L-ion achieves round-trip efficiencies of around 90%. Lithium ion batteries have a limited lifespan and usually require 
replacement after several thousand cycles. Chemical flow batteries on the other hand, can be maintained indefinitely by replacing 
components and electrolyte as necessary. 

Renewable Generation vs. Local Demand
Due to the nature of wind energy, generation is variable and there are generally shorter periods of large generation surplus followed by 
longer periods of deficit when electricity needs to be imported from the grid. The introduction of large scale energy storage could allow 
the community to storage excess generation during times of surplus and consume this stored energy during times of deficit. 

Modelling
Modelling has shown that at current demand a 250kWh battery is the best size for The Parks mix of generation and demand. However, 
modelling using detailed import, export and generation data along with electricity tariffs demonstrates that a Lithium-ion battery is not 
economically feasible for The Park no matter the battery size.  A net income of several thousand pounds per years is achieve for a large 
investment which gives simple paybacks of 19 years and greater. Unless gifted or substantially grant funded a lithium-ion battery is not 
currently a sensible investment for The Park.  

L-ion Battery Size Installed Cost Net Income Simple Payback

50kWh  £49,000  £2,600 19

100kWh  £80,000  £3,400 24

150kWh  £106,000  £4,000 27

200kWh  £130,000  £4,500 29

250kWh  £152,000  £4,900 31

300kWh  £172,000  £5,300 32

Other Technologies
Due to the low round-trip efficiencies of the other competing energy storage technologies and a similar scale of installed costs the 
expected paybacks would be worse than that of lithium-ion. Thermal storage is worth considering for existing hot water cylinders and 
this is covered under 'Incentivising Tariffs'. 
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System Breakdown
There are currently 71 LPG heating system and 49 heat pumps within The Park. The 
vast majority of heat pumps are within East and West Whins however there have 
been a handful of property owners migrating away from LPG system to heat pumps.  

Current Electricity/LPG Mix

1,332MWh

782MWh

Electricity LPG

The Park LPG Consumption
On the whole The Park consumes 782MWh of LPG which is 37% of total 
electricity/LPG energy use. This leads to approximately 180 tonnes of CO2 being 
emitted per year which amounts to three times more CO2 than electricity. One key 
way to reduce collective carbon emissions for The Park is to reduce LPG 
consumption or migrate to BioLPG.  

Heat Pumps
Over recent years the UK has seen a significant increase in the use of heat pumps 
to provide domestic heating and hot water needs. Heat pumps come in various 
types with the main types being air-source heat pumps (ASHP) and ground source 
heat pumps (GSHP). Heat pumps are considered a renewable technology 
predominantly because there are highly efficient in creating heat. Government 
incentive schemes such as the Renewable Heating Incentive (RHI) as well as 
interest free loans have supported the adoption of this type of technology. These 
government incentive schemes have aimed to bridge the cost gap between lower 
cost fossil fuel heating systems and heat pumps. Recently the RHI scheme was 
closed and the industry awaits announcement on what government initiative will 
replace the it to meet the ambitions to install 600,000 heat pumps every year. 

LPG - 47kg

14.4p/kWh

LPG - metered

13.1p/kWh

LPG - private tank

10.8p/kWh

ASHP

10.2p/kWh

GSHP

7.3p/kWh
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71 49

Options for Decarbonising 
Two main options are available for reducing carbon emissions currently associated with LPG heating systems: 

1. BioLPG
2. Migrating from LPG to heat pump systems

Whilst on face value BioLPG seems attractive, there are significant concerns with upstream environmental 
impacts due to unsustainable industrial agricultural practices, appropriation of valuable agricultural land, 
deforestation, water use, genetic engineering to name a few.  
 
On the other hand migration to heat pumps is expensive in comparison and this is likely to be a barrier for 
most people other than those with adequate means. The continuation of government grants and/or incentive 
schemes is important for this to be a viable option on a larger scale for The Park. 

Typical Operating Costs
The operating costs for gas heating systems within The Park 
depends on the LPG supply and are as follows:  

47kg gas bottles via NFD ~ 14.4p/kWh. 
Metered gas via NFD ~ 13.1p/kWh. 
Private LPG tanks  ~ 10.8p/kWh on average (depending on 
gas supply contract). 

A typical air source heat pump (ASHP) operating in The Park 
costs around 10.2p/kWh whereas a ground source heat pump 
(GSHP) is around 7.3p/kWh. 
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Would Consider Migrating to Heat Pump

6
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Yes No Maybe

ETP Survey Results
The ETP survey showed that of the 12 respondents with gas heating systems 6 
would consider replacing their heating system with a heat pump. Another 5 of 
those indicated 'maybe'. 

Modelling Scenarios
For the benefit of comparison three scenarios have been modelled which draw 
from results of the ETP survey: 

1. Business-as-usual - 10 LPG systems migrated to ASHP
2. Community supported - 25 LPG systems migrated to ASHP and GSHP
3. Aggressive - 45 LPG systems migrated to ASHP 

All scenarios are based on an assessment of realistic properties for migration to heat pumps. E.g. static caravans are not very suitable 
for heat pumps and thus have not been considered. Scenario 1 assumes the progressive migration of 10 properties. Scenario 2 assumes 
all  Field of Dreams properties and Bag End properties to heat pumps (ASHP & GSHP). Scenario 3 assumes all scenario 2 properties plus 
most applicable housing and Findhorn Foundation office spaces (but excluding caravans) . 

CO2 Impact
The net reduction in CO2 for the 3 scenarios is as follows*: 

1. Business-as-usual - 12 tonnes per year
2. Community supported - 21 tonnes per year
3. Aggressive - 56 tonnes per year

Capital Costs
Based on recent projects in The Park where property owners have migrated from gas to heat pumps the capital cost is around £13.5K 
depending on various factors. One of the main challenges that contributes to this cost is that radiators need to be upsized in order to 
meet the heat demand for the property because heat pumps heat water to a lower temperature than gas (e.g. 50C vs. 80C). 
 
Up until recently heat pumps were supported by the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) which typically paid back around £7.5K over 7 
years. Accounting for avoided costs for gas boiler replacement and operational costs savings the net cost over 7 years is in the order of 
£1K. The government has ambitions to install 600,000 heat pumps every year so it is likely that replacing gas systems with heat pumps 
will continue to be incentivised and therefore are a worthwhile consideration for gas heated properties in The Park. 

Low Voltage Infrastructure
Modelling and recent logging indicates that a significant percentage of the 18 Field of Dreams gas heated properties could be 
migrated to heat pumps with the existing infrastructure. If any cables were to exceed capacity these would be the most upstream 
cables being the one exiting the Earthship (95sqmm 4 core cable terminating at B401), the one under the turning circle (70sqmm 4C 
from B401 to B402) and the cable near the Centini's. 
 
The cables supplying Bag End are already constrained which might limit the capacity to migrate to heat pump within these 
properties. The use of embedded battery storage could be a solution to smooth out peaks which might allow for additional load to be 
added to the existing infrastructure. For Bag End, a district heating system such as the one investigated in the Findhorn Renewable 
Energy District Heating (FREDH) project in 2016 could also allow for migration to a district heat pump system using the existing 
infrastructure if designed with this in mind. 
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* Park electricity is provided from two sources: on-site renewable generation from wind turbines and PV solar; and imports from the national grid. It 

is current policy to purchase electricity from the national grid using a green import tariff. However, carbon emission calculations for electricity 

presented in this report are based on a figure of zero for the on-site renewable generation plus actual national grid carbon intensity rather than 

using a lower figure associated with the green electricity import tariff. 9
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BioLPG
The cost and carbon intensity of BioLPG is still not 
totally clear. BioLPG appears to be any LPG which has a 
portion of non-fossil fuel LPG included. Figures from 20-
80% reduction in carbon emissions are quoted and the 
marginal cost difference compared to conventional LPG 
is not clear. If however, The Park community was able 
to convince itself that BioLPG aligns with our collective 
environmental principles and we were to migrate 
totally to BioLPG the collective CO2 emissions could 
reduce from 180 tonnes per year to anywhere between 
144 tonnes to 38  tonnes per year depending on the 
particular blend of BioLPG. It is not clear at what cost 
this may come at and further work and investigation is 
required. 
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District Heating
District heating systems could present a sensible way for clusters of properties to 
migrate away from LPG. The FREDH project investigated several options for the 
Park including the Earthship Area and Bag End. Such systems might also be able to 
opt for ground source heat pumps which further increases the efficiencies. One 
learning from past investigations is that the business case for such systems 
depends on the number of properties opting to connect and therefore the amount 
of heat sold. Economics of scale creates financial viability. 
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Example Tariff
An example tariff is the Octopus Agile tariff whereby customers get access to half-hourly energy prices which are 
tied to wholesale prices and are updated daily. This allows people to shift their daily electricity use outside of peak 
times to save money. 
 
 

Opportunistic Charging of Thermal Stores - Thermal Batteries
One element of the ORIGIN project that was explored was employing engineered solutions to opportunistically charge residential 
thermal stores (hot water cylinders) with a focus on maximising the renewable fraction. This was more recently investigated under the 
Park Ecovillage Trust (PET) ETP project with University of Strathclyde. Both ORIGIN and PET ETP results show that 15-20% shftability is 
possible with no expected perception by the user (i.e. hot water availability maintained). Being an engineered solution the result are 
more guaranteed than behaviour change approaches. 

Renewable Generation vs. Local Demand
Due to the nature of wind energy, generation is variable and there are 
times of surplus and times of deficit when electricity needs to be 
imported from the grid. By introducing a tariff system to allow 
customers to modify their energy usage behaviours The Park could 
consume a greater percentage of surplus renewable generation and 
reduce carbon emissions. 

Example Scenario
If all heat pumps in The Park (East Whins, West Whins and 4-5 others) and all 
Centini's thermal stores were equipped for control (54 systems in total) and 
opportunistically charged based on the availability of renewable generation 
an estimated 15MWh of otherwise exported renewable generation could be 
used. This would save an estimated 3.8 tonnes of carbon per year*. Further 
investigation and research is required to fully understand this opportunity. 
Michael Shaw is currently developing a research project for heat pump 
orchestration which is hoped to further develop this concept towards 
realisation. 
 

Area
No.
Systems

System Type

East Whins 26 ASHPs with hot water cylinder

West Whins 9 ASHPs with hot water cylinder

Pineridge 2 ASHPs with hot water cylinder

Silvertrees 2 ASHPs with hot water cylinder

Cenitinis 14
Immersion elements in 500L 
tank providing space heating 
and hot water

PET North 
Whins 
Affordable 
Housing

1 Planned GSHP system

 54  

Previous Work
Over the course of 2015-2017 the ORIGIN project investigated the opportunity for The Park to shift electricity use 
to better match generation and showed that around 10-15% more renewable generation could be used onsite 
using demand response methods. The main challenge in incentivising behaviour change via a tariff would be how 
to measure and verify the shift in electricity consumption. In the absence of smart metering a robust system 
would be challenging. This is not to say there aren't other mechanisms that could achieve the same result. It 
should be noted that the Octopus Agile tariff is not enabled through smart metering but rather a supply contract 
where the savings are related to how ambitious the consumer is to achieve the optimum cost result. NFD and 
FWP could work in partnership to develop and pilot a similar tariff and monitor the outcomes.  This may be an 
area for further research in partnership with University of Strathclyde. 

3.8 TONNES
 * Park electricity is provided from two sources: on-site renewable generation 

from wind turbines and PV solar; and imports from the national grid. It is 

current policy to purchase electricity from the national grid using a green 

import tariff. However, carbon emission calculations for electricity presented 

in this report are based on a figure of zero for the on-site renewable 

generation plus actual national grid carbon intensity rather than using a 

lower figure associated with the green electricity import tariff. 11



Private

Renewables

ETP Survey
An ETP survey was  conducted in February 2021 with 161 respondents in total.  Six respondents indicated their intention to install roof-
top solar and another 32 people responded with 'maybe'. 

Future Scenario
Based on results from the ETP survey an estimated 10 new private PV 
systems might be installed in the medium term. Assuming each system 
would be 4kWp this could amount to 40kW of additional solar PV for The 
Park generating an estimated 41MWh per year and reducing carbon 
emissions by 10.5 tonnes per year*. 

Private Batteries
Coupling a private battery with a solar PV system leads to a higher percentage of renewable 
generation being used within the property. There is currently only one battery system in The 
Park (at the Hive) however one more is planned. Results from the ETP survey showed that 8 
respondents are considering a private battery system. Eight battery systems would constitute 
around 40kW of connected power storing around 100kWh of energy. 

System Category kWp No. Systems

Private 40.58 11

Businesses 8.82 2

FWP 23.85 8

TOTAL 73.25 21

Private Solar PV and Batteries
There are currently 21 solar PV system within The Park with a combined capacity 
of 73.25 kWp. Of this total 40.6kWp is privately owned comprising 11 separate 
systems. Two systems are owned by businesses (i.e. Findhorn Hive and Moray Arts 
Centre). The other 8 systems are owned by FWP under their 'rent-a-roof' scheme. 
 
The estimated generation from these 21 system is 75MWh per year which saves 19 
tonnes of CO2 being emitted*. 
 
The private systems collectively generate approximately 41.5MWh per year. 
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* Park electricity is provided from two sources: on-site renewable generation from wind turbines and PV solar; and imports from the national grid. 

It is current policy to purchase electricity from the national grid using a green import tariff. However, carbon emission calculations for electricity 

presented in this report are based on a figure of zero for the on-site renewable generation plus actual national grid carbon intensity rather than 

using a lower figure associated with the green electricity import tariff.
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Future 

Developments

Central Area 
Preliminary design work has been done for the Central Area redevelopment. Currently most of these buildings are heated by the 
Foundation biomass district heating system. The architects proposal was to move away from biomass and use electric heating for the new 
accommodation building (replacing bungalows). Given that the district heating system provides cheap and reliable heat (and is supported 
by the Governments Renewable Heat Incentive until 2032) the Foundation may well choose to continue to use biomass for heating. If it 
does decide to opt for electric heating for the new accommodation buildings, given they are intended to be very well insulated, the 
additional electrical load probably would not exceed the capacity of the infrastructure in place. This would need to be validated before any 
concrete design was made. Another option which may exist if the Foundation decides to abandon the biomass district heating system 
would be to consider a mini-district heating system using the existing pipes and powered by some type of heat pump system (e.g. GSHP). 
Currently the central offices are heated by mostly plug in oil heaters. With the redevelopment of these offices it is expected that the 
electrical demand will reduce for the offices due to the good thermal performance of the planned buildings. 
 
 

Future Development
Two areas are earmarked for redevelopment in the medium term. These are 1) Central Area bungalows and offices and 2) Pineridge 
North. In the longer term it is envisaged that Pine Ridge South will also be redeveloped and there are also thoughts that Bichan's field 
might eventually be developed. With the recent and tragic loss of the Community Centre to fire the redevelopment of that facility is also 
now on the cards.  

Pineridge
Both logging and modelling shows that Pineridge electrical infrastructure is close to 
capacity. Any significant redevelopment would need to address the lack of spare capacity 
either by installing additional infrastructure or using innovative solutions to make use of  
existing infrastructure. If installing additional infrastructure over 300 meters of new cable 
would need to be installed from the Earthship at significant cost. This cost of new 
infrastructure should be weighed up against imbedded battery storage which could be 
used to smooth out the peaks from new electrical loads and allow for the continued use of 
existing infrastructure. For example a £50K investment in an embedded battery/batteries 
in Pineridge could provide peak clipping of around 30kW whilst storing around 80kWh of 
energy. If these batteries were also opportunistically charged based on surplus wind 
generation FWP could stand to gain which further improves the business case of a 
partnership arrangement we established between NFD and FWP. This innovative approach 
to dealing with constrained electrical infrastructure is likely to also attract research 
interest and potential grant funding. 

Bichans Land
Preliminary modelling and recent logging shows that the existing 800kVA transformer still has sufficient capacity to support a significant 
development such as Bichan's Land. No cables in the vicinity of the site in question have the capacity for significant increase in load 
therefore a new cable/s would be required from the Earthship to support any development. The main challenge is that all spare ways are 
used on the Lucy pillar in the and any new connections would need to be made to the 800kVA transformer and this work would be 
expensive and require a shut down of all electricity in The Park. 
 

District heating systems should also be considered for Pineridge developments which could be designed to operate outside peak times and 
thus allow the continued use of existing infrastructure to meet the demand.  
 
Pineridge south is also constrained and an equivalent set of considerations should be applied as and when that area is planned for 
development. 
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Local Carbon

Offsetting 

Projects

Local Carbon Offsetting
One possible solution for carbon offsetting for the community could be to adopt a non-conventional approach of creating non-accredited 
local projects within the community whereby community members can pay to offset their carbon. Naturally the cost of projects in the 
global south versus projects in Scotland would be considerably different. However such an initiative might provide valuable finance to 
support local carbon reduction initiatives to be implemented. This would also give those carbon offsetting to see the direct results of their 
carbon offsetting payments. 
 
Such an initiative needs more thought however it could be piloted as part of one or more of the projects emerging out of this work. 
 
 

Carbon Offsetting
Park Ecovillage Trust has been working hard to facilitate more carbon offsetting for the community. The carbon offset projects offered 
under its carbon offsetting scheme are bona fide accredited schemes. Take up for carbon offsetting has not been as high as PET had 
hoped.  
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